Hampshire Building Development Commission
Regular Board Meeting
Hampshire Village Hall
August 29, 2017

Call to Order at 6:15pm
Present: Commissioners Michael Gazzola, Art Zwemke, Eileen Fleury, David Pizzolato and Mike Armato
Absent: Raul Johnston
The board extends our well wishes to Raul’s wife as she has been in the hospital.

Others Present: Village Trustee Ryan Krajecki, Mike Reid

Meeting Minutes from July 19th motion to approve: Art Zwemke asked to change wording from mock to inspire in the minutes regarding the website research and development. Fleury changed the 7/19 minutes to reflect the changes. Art Zwemke made a motion to approve minutes, second by Mike Pizzolato.

Review of the BDC Mission Statement. The commission made some recommendations for changes. Dave Pizzolato will go back and change the statement, and send communication with updates so the commission can individually give feedback and will try to have a concrete statement updated for next meeting.

Presentation of Raoul Johnston’s promotional letter tabled till next meeting

Development of Microsite
The commission agreed that the website needs to have more up to date options. Discussion that content needs to be kept up to date.

ESRI has offered to come and put a presentation together for the Commission next month. They have a platform ARC GIS. David Pizzolato signed up for a 30 day free trial to test it out.
Ryan Krajecki talked with COSTAR which is being competitive knowing we are looking at ESRI as well. The commission has recommended to have COSTAR give a presentation as well.
Ryan Krajecki will contact COSTAR to provide information prior to the meeting, and David Pizzolato will work with ESRI to provide the same information. The commission will plan to have a presentation put together at September 2017 meeting.

There is a need for a subcommittee to help with the development of content for the website. David Pizzolato volunteered to help with the development. Eileen Fleury offered to help with research and content. Ryan Krajecki also offered to help with the development with the subcommittee.
David, Eileen and Ryan will put ideas together and report back at next meeting with updates for an outline for the site.
VANITY URL
Art Zwemke had a suggestion of “It’s Hampshire Time”. Mike Reid suggestion “Why Hampshire?”. David Pizzolato suggested “Choose Hampshire”, “Grow in Hampshire”, “Build Hampshire” and “Develop in Hampshire”
Art Zwemke made a motion to approve “Choose Hampshire”, second by Mike Gazzola. Unanimous vote for “CHOOSEHAMPShIRE.COM”

SMART GROWTH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Smart Growth Economic Plan discussion on what areas we would like to focus on for future planning and which commissioner will take each area:
   1. Downtown Hampshire-David Pizzolato
   2. Route 47-Art Zwemke
   3. Route 20-Raul Johnston
   4. I-90 (Truck Stop)-Mike Gazzola
   5. Route 72- Mike Armato
   6. Industrial Park (Keyes, Industrial)-Eileen Fleury
What are the expectations of the research done in those areas? The commission would like to have some basic expectations from the research such as potential, resources and future development possibilities. A list will be sent out to the commissioners with guidelines of information to gather for their subsequent areas.

Ryan made the recommendation for everyone to go through the CMAP information.

Resident survey was discussed. The commissioners decided to table the discussion till the next meeting.

Eileen Fleury made a motion to move the meeting time to 6:30 instead of 6:00pm

Mike Gazzola made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 8:15. Motion second by Art Zwemke.

Next meeting September 20th, 2017 at 6:30pm